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1. Suppose we use a cross-sectional study of N = 500 men and women ages 55-85 years to estimate
the association between mean tobacco use (Tobacco, in g/year) and age (age, in years) We fit
the following linear model:

E[Tobacco∣age] = β0 + β1age

(a) State the literal interpretation of β0, and then explain briefly why these data should not be
trusted to reliably estimate that quantity.

Ans: β0 denotes mean tobacco use (g/year) for newborns. Since age zero is far outside the
range of the data (55-85), interpreting the model for age 0 would be severe extrapolation.

(b) State the interpretation of β1.

Ans: The coefficient for age, β1, can be interpreted as the difference in mean tobacco use
(in g/ year) comparing subgroups of people differing in their age by one year.

(c) Suppose I first compute age (the sample mean age), and then fit the model:

E[Tobacco∣age] = β0 + β1(age–age)

Repeat problems (a) and (b) with this modification in mind.

Ans: β0 denotes the mean tobacco use (g/year) for those age years old. This can be trusted
under (approximate) linearity. The interpretation of β1 remains unchanged.

(d) Suppose we estimate β1 to be −1.0 g/year and obtain a a 95% CI of [−1.2,−0.8], with a
p-value of p < 0.001. Are we justified in reaching the conclusion that tobacco use decreases
as people get older? If not, provide a short alternative conclusion from this analysis.

Ans: No. This study was cross-sectional, and so we are unequipped to make statements
about individual subjects as they age. Instead, we compare subgroups of different ages.

2. Load the data set fev.csv, which we considered in HW 1 (Hint : These data will make an
appearance on HW 3 as well).

(a) Write a simple linear regression model with FEV as the outcome and smoking status as the
predictor. Clarifying how you are choosing to code smoking status (please read the docu-
mentation), state the interpretation of each coefficient.

Ans: We fit the linear model E[fev∣smoke] = β0 +β1smoke, where smoke = 1 denotes smok-
ers. In this model, β0 is the mean fev among nonsmokers and β1 is the difference in mean
fev between subgroups of smokers and nonsmokers.



(b) Run the regression you proposed in part (a), assuming homoscedasticity. Present the mean-
ingful part of the output in a table, and compare your answer to 1(b) from HW 1.

Ans: The table can be found below:

Estimate ŜE 95% CI p-value

Intercept 2.57 0.035 [2.50, 2.63] < 0.001
smoke 0.711 0.110 [0.495, 0.927] < 0.001

The point estimate, 95% CI, and p-value for the intercept are the same as those for the mean
FEV among nonsmokers from the t-test in HW 1, problem 1(b). The point estimate, 95%
CI, and p-value for the smoke coefficient are the same as the results for the difference in
mean FEV between smokers and nonsmokers from the t-test in HW 1, 1(b) (up to a fac-
tor of ±1 for the point estimate and 95% CI depending upon coding of the smoking variable).

(c) Run the regression you proposed in part (a), using robust standard errors. Present the
meaningful part of the output in a table. Compare your answer to 1(c) from HW 1.

Ans: The table can be found below:

Estimate ŜE 95% CI p-value

Intercept 2.57 0.035 [2.50, 2.64] < 0.001
smoke 0.711 0.099 [0.517, 0.905] < 0.001

Our comparison is analogous to our answer to part (b) with the slight modification that the
95% CIs and p-values are only approximately the same as those seen in HW 1, 1(c) (again
up to a factor of ±1 for the point estimate and 95% CI depending upon coding).

3. Still considering the data set fev.csv, we consider the association between FEV and height.

(a) Provide a scatterplot with height on the x-axis and FEV on the y-axis. Is there graphical
evidence of an overall positive trend between height and FEV?

Ans: Yes, the scatterplot provides graphical evidence that higher heights are associated with
higher mean FEV values.



(b) Take a guess at the correlation between FEV and height. You will not be penalized for an
incorrect guess, so long as the sign (+/−) is correct. People are notoriously bad at guessing
the magnitude of a correlation—myself included (http://guessthecorrelation.com).

Ans: From visual inspection of the graph in (a), we should have no doubt that the correla-
tion coefficient in question is positive. I guessed the correlation was around +0.70, but Stata
revealed it to be +0.87.

(c) Perform an analysis to determine if mean FEV varies across levels of height, using simple
linear regression with robust standard errors. Using the results of this regression model:

Ans: We estimate the difference in mean FEV between subgroups differing in their height
by one inch to be 0.132 L, with the taller subjects having the higher mean FEV. Based on
a 95% confidence interval, these data would not be considered surprising if the true mean
difference were between 0.125 L and 0.139 L. There is strong evidence in these data to reject
the null hypothesis of no mean difference.

Note that a table summarizing the output is placed here for convenience.

Estimate ŜE 95% CI p-value

Intercept -5.43 0.201 [-5.83, -5.038] < 0.001
height 0.132 0.0034 [0.125, 0.139] < 0.001

(i) Develop a prediction interval for FEV among individuals with a height of 55 inches.
State the assumptions invoked and utilize a couple of diagnostic tools to evaluate how
well they appear to hold (do not feel you need to go overboard — it is sufficient to use
a couple of diagnostic plots for this problem).

Ans: For a height of 55 inches, the predicted FEV would be

ŷ = β̂0 + β̂1 × 55

= −5.432679 + 0.1319756 × 55

= 1.825979

Remember only to round numbers at the final stage to assure the appropriate number
of significant digits are reported correctly. The 95% prediction interval would then be
given by:

ŷ ± z1−0.05/2 × σ̂ = 1.825979 ± 1.96 × 0.43068 = [0.982,2.67]

where σ̂ is the estimated RMSE. This prediction interval is valid under the following
assumptions:

• Independent errors

• Linearity of E[Y ∣X = x] in x

• Homoscedasticity

• Normally distributed errors

http://guessthecorrelation.com


From the residual-versus-fitted plot, we see evidence of nonlinearity from the curvature
of the lowess smoother and heteroscedasticity from the wider variability for larger fitted
values. From the neighboring quantile-quantile plot, one could say there is evidence
of a minor deviation from the normality assumption in the right tail. On the left tail,
only three observations are markedly off the line, but neither is, to me, a particularly
large cause for concern. Of note, we have not learned any diagnostic tools to evaluate
independent errors, so I did not expect you to do this.

(ii) What is the estimated difference in mean FEV between subgroups of individuals with
heights of 57.5 and 58.5 inches?

Ans: This is merely the value of β̂1, or 0.132.

(iii) What is the estimated difference in mean FEV between subgroups of individuals with
heights of 54 and 60 inches?

Ans: This is 6 × β̂1, or 0.792.

(iv) What is the interpretation of the “root mean squared error” in the regression model?

Ans: From the model we obtained σ̂ = 0.431. If we believe the homoscedasticity as-
sumption, this would be the estimated standard deviation of fev within a fixed age
group. However, we do not believe that heteroscedasticity holds. The better interpre-
tation is that σ̂ is a weighted average of the age-specific standard deviations, with more
common age groups in the population receiving proportionally higher weight.

(d) Perform an analysis to determine if the geometric mean FEV varies across levels of height,
briefly justifying any choices you make in your analysis. Using the results of this regression
model, develop a prediction interval for FEV among individuals with a height of 55 inches.
State the assumptions invoked and evaluate how well they appear to hold (again, do not go
overboard).

Ans: First, note that we are choosing to employ robust standard errors because they will
be correct regardless of whether homoscedasticity is violated. Recall that we are comparing
subgroups differing in height by one inch. We estimate that the taller subgroup has a 5.35%
higher geometric mean FEV; based on the 95% CI, this estimate would not be considered



atypical if the geometric mean FEV among the taller subgroup were between 5.12% and
5.58% higher. These data provide sufficient evidence to suggest that the geometric means
between the groups are not equal (p < 0.001).

The predicted log(fev) for a height of 55 inches is ̂log(y) = −2.27131 + 0.052119 × 55 =

0.59524. The 95% prediction interval for log(fev) can be obtained as: ̂log(y)±z1−0.05/2× σ̂ =

[0.29971,0.89077]. Exponentiating, a 95% prediction interval is given by [1.35,2.44], which
is valid under the four assumptions listed in problem 3(c)(i) except that we now assume
linearity of E[log(fev)∣height] in height. From the residual-versus-fitted plot below, the
residuals are approximately of mean zero across the fitted values with no obviously egregious
violations to homoscedasticity. The adjacent quantile-quantile plot suggests a slight deviation
from normality in the left tail.

(e) You should have been able to observe graphical evidence of a nonlinear relationship in part
(a). Thinking about what FEV is a measure of, conjecture why you might observe this
curvilinear pattern. Your response to 3(e) will be graded for effort, and we will discuss in
class.

Ans: FEV is a measure of volume (in fact, it is in the name — forced expiratory volume).
It is hence not absurd to imagine that a height (which is one-dimensional) and mean lung
volume (three dimensional) may be better characterized with a multiplicative relationship
than an additive one. This would explain why the linearity assumption appeared to hold
better after log-transforming the data.


